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WFS WINS CONTRACT EXTENSIONS
WITH AIR EUROPA IN MADRID AND
BARCELONA
Spain’s Air Europa has signed
cargo handling contract
extensions with Worldwide
Flight Services (WFS) in Madrid
and Barcelona.
The country’s third largest airline, Air
Europa has been a WFS customer in
Madrid since 2018, and signed its first
agreement with the world’s largest
cargo handler in Barcelona in January
of this year. The new contracts now
further extend Air Europa’s partnership
with WFS in Spain to Q4 2022.
Air Europa operates Boeing 787
and 737-800 passenger aircraft with
bellyhold cargo capacity from the
two Spanish airports to destinations
in Europe and North and South
America. The airline’s growing cargo
volumes contributed 27,000 tonnes of
throughput at WFS’ cargo terminal in
Madrid in 2020 as well as hundreds
of tonnes in the first five months of its
contract in Barcelona.
WFS is the leading independent cargo
handler in Spain, also offering a third
airport facility in Valencia.
Serving over 60 airline customers at
the three airports, WFS operates a total

warehouse footprint of over 25,500 sq.
mt. This includes the recent additions
of two cool rooms for temperaturecontrolled cargo in Madrid, doubling the
size of the facility’s Good Distribution
Practice (GDP) certified specialist
capacity for pharmaceutical shipments
to over 1,500 sq. mts.
WFS also provides ground handling
services for Air Europa at three other
airports in Spain; Asturias, Santiago de
Compostela and Seville.
Humberto Castro, WFS’ Managing
Director – Cargo, Spain, said: “WFS
continues to make key investments

to improve its cargo and ground
handling services in Spain, with a core
focus on safety, security, reliability and
sustainability. This is enabling us to
gain important contracts and grow our
existing relationships with prime airline
clients like Air Europa.”
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About WFS
Founded in 1993 and headquartered in Paris, WFS (www.wfs.aero) is the world’s largest air cargo handler and one of the
leading providers of ground handling and technical services with annual revenues of over EUR1.3 billion. Its 22,300 employees
serve more than 270 airlines at 175 major airports in 22 countries on five continents.

